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Abstract

Service level agreements (SLA) in service oriented architectures allow to regulate the service trading from providers to consumers. So SLAs must describe the agreement properties in a precise manner. WS-Agreement proposes a standard for describing SLAs to specify “which” service will offer and “how” it is offered. However there is another important question about services which is “when”. Temporality affects orthogonally to all aspects of a SLA (i.e. the entire SLA, functional or non-functional properties) and it is necessary to express more precisely the SLAs. WS-Agreement identifies the necessity of specifying temporality on agreement terms but it does not describe how temporality must be expressed and, to the best of our knowledge, there is no extension of WS-Agreement that deals with that problem. Therefore we propose to extend the standard with a temporal XML schema to describe several validity periods that could be disjoint, non-disjoint, and/or periodical.

1 Introduction

Service oriented architectures are based on the use of loosely coupled service to support the requirements of business processes and users. In this context, service level agreements (SLAs) [12, 11, 19] can be used to regulate the execution of the services and to give guarantees related to them.

A SLA usually specifies “which” service is offered and “how” it is offered. That is to say, it includes requirements and guarantees about functional, and non-functional properties of the services. However, another important question about services is “when”. Temporality affects orthogonally to all aspects of a SLA because it may refer to the entire agreement (e.g. the agreement expires on 2007/05/31); to any functional property of the service (e.g. this operation of the service is available from 8:00h to 18:00h), or to any non-functional property that appears in the SLA (e.g. the response time is 30 ms from 8:00h to 17:00h and 15 ms from 17:00h to 8:00h). Therefore, a SLA with more temporality allows us to express precisely the periods of time in which its terms are valid.

The most significant language to specify SLAs is WS-Agreement [11]. WS-Agreement is a specification that provides a schema for defining SLAs and a protocol for creating them based on a mechanism of templates. However, WS-Agreement only defines the general structure of the agreement and other parts such as defining domain-specific expressions or specific condition expression languages are out of the scope of the specification. This is also the case
of temporality: WS-Agreement identifies that it is necessary to include temporality in the terms of the agreement, but it does not establish how to specify it. Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge, there is no extension to WS-Agreement that tackles the problem of temporality.

In this paper, we propose an extension to give WS-Agreement full support to temporality. To define it, we build on a previous work [17], in which we presented operational semantics on a constraint-based temporal-aware matchmaking. In this paper, we define a temporal XML schema based on that work and we describe how this temporal schema can be applied to the different elements of WS-Agreement.

The advantages of our approach are the following: (i) we apply temporality not only to the entire agreement and the agreement terms but also to other elements of WS-Agreement such as the creation constraints, which are used to create agreements based on templates, and business values, which are used to express preferences about the terms of the agreement; (ii) we support expressive specifications of validity periods such as composed validity periods like “From 8:00h to 14:00h and From 16:00h to 18:00h” and periodical validity periods like “From Mondays to Fridays, from 8:00 to 18:00”.

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces a case of study in which temporality is an important feature. Section 3 introduces the SLA structure for WS-Agreement and its temporal properties with previous scenario. Section 4 exposes our proposal of WS-Agreement extension. Section 5 compare de related temporality works. And Section 6 exposes our conclusions and future works.

2 A Case of Study

In general, temporal issues are present in the majority of agreements in real-world scenarios. In this section we explore a particular case where a provider offers computing services to other organisations; i.e. customers send jobs (data to be processed by a certain algorithm) to be executed in the provider’s infrastructure. This specific scenario represent a common situation in research fields with intensive computational requirements [14, 3] having a wide set of temporal aspects that exemplify most of our model.

In this scenario, a provider is likely to be looking for an optimisation in the usage of its resources; that means unused (or under-used) resources represent a lack of benefits and, therefore, a low recovery of the initial investment. In doing so, agreement offers should vary in a certain period based on the actual resource usage in the period.

As an example we stand a provider offering computing services with the following features:

- The validity of SLA is from october 1/2007 to december, 30/2007.
- All Sundays at 23:00 h. servers are down for an hour due to maintenance tasks.
- Provider needs the 20% of its resources for its own computing necessities from Mondays to Fridays, from 8:00 to 18:00.
- Rest of time, 100% of server resources can be offered to consumers.
- A client that wants to use the service must specify in his agreement offer: a request; an algorithm for processing the request; the dedication of the server expressed in percentage of resources; the time of the request; and at last the temporal execution pattern for the request (that means an estimation about when are going to be the service invocations).

In the case of study we consider a consumer that needs to compare two different algorithms with the same requirements on computational resources, so resources must be shared between them.

3 WS-Agreement in a Nutshell

WS-Agreement specifies an XML-based language and a protocol for advertising the capabilities of service providers, creating agreements based on agreements offers, and for
monitoring agreement compliance at runtime.
The interaction protocol proposed for WS-
Agreement is as follows. An initiator of
the agreement process asks for agreement tem-
plates to an agreement responder. The initia-
tor sends to the responder an agreement offer
taking into account the agreement variability
allowed by the responder defined in the tem-
plate. Then the responder accepts or rejects
the agreement offer. If the responder rejects,
the process may start again.

An agreement offer is composed of:
Name: it identifies the agreement and it can
be used for reference from other agreements.
Context: it includes information such as the
name of parties and their roles of initiator or
responder of the agreement; It identifies the
agreement template if needed; the agreement
lifetime is defined by means of an element
called “ExpirationTime”; and any other agree-
ment information could be included under the
“Any” element.
Terms: agreement terms are wrapped by a
term compositor, which allows simple terms
or sets of terms be denoted with “ExactlyOne”;
“OneOrMore”, or “All”. There are two types of
terms: (1) Service Description Terms: they
provide information to instantiate or identify
services involved in the agreement, and infor-
mation about the measurable service prop-
erties that are needed in the agreement cre-
ation process. (2) Guarantee Terms: they
describe the service levels agreed by the par-
ties. They comprise a Service Level Objective
(SLO) specified as a target for a key perfor-
mance indicator, or as a “CustomServiceLevel”
element in a customized way; the scope of the
term; a “QualifyingCondition” that specifies
the conditions under which the term is ap-
plied; and information about bussiness values
as preference, importance, penalty or reward
of the guarantee term.

WS-Agreement allows to specify templates
with the same structure than agreement offers
but including agreement creation constraints
that have to be taken into account in agree-
ment creation process. These constraints de-
scribe the agreement variability allowed by a
party; they could be denoted as general “Con-
straints”, or “Items” pointing to specific loca-
tions with their own constraint (grouped or
not). Any other way is also allowed by the
“Any” element.

Regarding with temporal properties, WS-
Agreement states that the lifetime for the
entire agreement must be included in Con-
text into “ExpirationTime” element as a fi-
nal instant. It is also recommended the use
of “QualifyingCondition” element in Guar-
antee Terms for describing temporal conditions
about terms. However they do not specify
the way these temporal conditions must be ex-
posed.

The temporal execution pattern described
in the previous scenario is too complex for WS-
Agreement because the example includes sev-
eral temporal expressions which cannot be de-
fined in WS-Agreement. In order to describe
this example with this standard, we have to
reduce it as denoted in Figure 1, specifying
only an expiration time (not initial time); the
request; the algorithm; the dedication of the
server; and the temporal execution pattern for
the request. The latter has to be changed with
a simple value of execution time. The neces-
sity of restarting server periodically has to be
removed from the example and the possible
usage of server corresponds to the worst case
(80%). Therefore resources of our example are
shared (40% for each request) and the provider
guarantees a maximum of 80% of overall server
usage.

The provider of the example can describe
an agreement template considering its neces-
sities of processing and restarting as creation
constraints for the agreement. So consumers
have to take these constraints into account in
their agreement offers. But again, we find that
WS-Agreement does not allow to describe that
temporal expressiveness so we have to reduce
the example restricting only the algorithms
allowed, and the possible range of execution
time in hours too. Figure 2 depicts the struc-
ture of an agreement template, which is sim-
ilar to Figure 1 but excluding concrete values
of the service features and including creation
constraints at the end of the template.
4 Our Proposal

We propose a WS-Agreement general extension for describing temporal properties in SLA. First we must specify a temporal schema as general as possible for including several forms of validity periods.

4.1 Temporal Schema

In a previous work we made a study about temporal expressiveness for web services [18].

The validity periods over SLAs may be composed of one or more intervals, that can be also periodic. There are several types of intervals, namely non-disjoint, disjoint (both mentioned by Allen in [2]), and/or periodical. A non-disjoint interval is composed of a single interval. A disjoint interval is composed of several sub-intervals, so that it does not comprise all time points between its lower and upper ends. And an interval is periodical if it is repeated regularly.

We have designed an XML schema for describing these periods in practice. An interval is periodical if it is repeated by Allen in [2]), and/or periodical. A non-disjoint intervals constituted of a set of intervals related by a logic operator (or, and, or xor); (3) Periodical: it stands for periodic intervals, be either disjoint or non-disjoint. Its periodicity is comprised of the number of period repetitions and a frequency expressed in seconds, hours, days, or months. We have designed an XML schema for describing these periods in practice. An interval

is the basic element; different non-disjoint intervals can be grouped together so that more complex intervals can be composed. Several authors [16, 4] propose a more friendly representation of an XML Schema with UML class diagrams. So Figure 3 represents our “twsag.xsd” in an UML class diagram with three interfaces denoting the three types above mentioned: (1) Interval: it stands for the basic element; it is comprised of an initial time and a duration expressed in seconds, hours, days, or months; (2) Disjoint: it stands for disjoint intervals constituted of a set of intervals related by a logic operator (or, and, or xor); (3) Periodical: it stands for periodic intervals, be either disjoint or non-disjoint. Its periodicity is comprised of the number of period repetitions and a frequency expressed in seconds, hours, days, or months, which denotes the time between two consecutive intervals.

4.2 WS-Agreement Temporal-Extension

Depending on how the validity periods affect to the agreement terms, we can classify them in two groups: (1) global periods (GP) if validity periods wrap all agreement terms; and (2) local periods (LP) in other cases. We have
study the inclusion of these types of periods in the WS-Agreement structure. And we must study where to include these types of validity periods in the WS-Agreement structure.

WS-Agreement specifies the lifetime of agreements by means of an “Expiration Time” in the context. Thus, it only allows a non-disjoint GP, starting from the current date. For a lifetime to be expressed without restrictions, we propose to include a new element called “GlobalPeriod” in order to describe it as an “Interval” element of our temporal schema. This solution is compatible with WS-Agreement structure because we make use of the “Any” element which allows to include any information in the context.

WS-Agreement recommends to specify temporality regarding with agreement terms in “QualifyingCondition” element. Thus, we propose to specify the LP in this element described as an “Interval” element of our temporal schema.

Figure 4 denotes the global and local periods for the scenario described in Section 2. Figure 5 shows an offer using our WS-Agreement extension for describing the validity periods in such case of study. Note that non-disjoint intervals are put into a single periodical non-disjoint interval which conforms the agreement offer GP; and periodical disjoint intervals are used to conform the agreement offer LPs.

It is important to remark that WS-Agreement only includes temporal properties about terms in guarantee terms. But in our example functional agreement properties described in the service description terms are only active at specific periods (e.g. we must use the service description term with 80% of dedication server, in case of periods with a maximum of 80% of dedication server allowed). So we make use of the term compositor to wrap the affected service term and the guarantee term which contains the desired validity period.

We also allow to specify temporal properties regarding with agreement creation constraints. There are two ways to describe them: either to allow validity periods on single constraints (e.g. “Provider must allow execution tests with a maximum of 40% of server dedication, 48 hours before agreement initiation date”); or to allow several constraints apart from the validity period definition (e.g. the previous constraints without validity period: “Provider must allow execution tests with a 40% of server dedication”, and also “Provider must assure a maximum execution time of 24 hours”, both active during the validity period: “48 hours before agreement initiation date”). For temporality in creation constraints to be allowed, we propose to describe them as an “Interval” element of our temporal schema: (1) a new element under the “Item” of creation constraints, for describing temporal periods on a single constraint (by means of “Any” element of WS-Agreement); and (2) the “Constraint”
Figure 6: Creation Constraints with Temporality.

Figure 5: Offer using our WS-Ag. Extension.

5 Related Work

Several authors have studied temporality in their works. In Table 1 we show a comparative of their temporality, putting proposals using traditional web at left side and proposals using semantic web at right. The table denotes that authors who regard GPs, only mention “Non-Periodical” and “Non-Disjoint” intervals, but neither “Periodical” nor “Disjoint” intervals. And authors who regard LPs, mention “Periodical” and “Non-Disjoint” and only WSMO/WSML and METEOR-S show interest for regarding in future “Non-Periodical” intervals in LPs. Rest of authors neither mention “Non-Periodical” nor “Disjoint” intervals in their works. The reason for that lack of “Disjoint” intervals in works may be that it can be expressed with several “Non-Disjoint” intervals. But it is less expressive than using all types of interval which we state.

The more complete proposals are WSML(HP) and WSOL because they regard GPs and LPs in their works. Other
proposals like QoSOnt, WSMO/WSML, and METEOR-S have declared that they will study on GPs and LPs in future works.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we present an extension to give full temporality support to WS-Agreement. First, we describe a schema to define expressive validity periods which are composed of several intervals or periodical intervals. Then, we present how these validity periods can be used to extend WS-Agreement for specifying temporal properties. We describe how to apply these periods over entire agreements, functional or non-functional properties, creation constraints in templates.

However, there are still several open issues that we want to solve in further research. For instance we want to validate our temporal schema in different scenarios; we want to develop an implementation of our extension of WS-Agreement based on an adaptation of the operational semantics on matchmaking defined in previous works [17, 21]; we want to work on compatibility with other agreement proposals like [19].
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